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and found their expression in demands, first, for cultural and administrative autonomy and, later, in some cases, for independence.
Of the Russian border territories Poland and Finland had the strongest claim to independence. The case of Poland presented no serious difficulty because her right to secede was admitted in Russian radical and liberal circles. The principle of Polish independence was proclaimed by the Petrograd Soviet on March 14, and on March 16 (March 29, N.S.) the Provisional Government issued a manifesto calling upon the Poles to fight by the side of the Russians, "shoulder to shoulder, and hand in hand, for our and your freedom." The Poles were promised, subject to approval by the Constituent Assembly, "an independent Polish state comprising all territories inhabited predominantly by Poles7' and "united with Russia by a free military alliance." Since the whole of Russian Poland was held by the enemy, the manifesto was of small practical significance, except that it encouraged the formation of national Polish troops. Small Polish units (Legion of Pulawy, the Polish Rifle Brigade) fought as a part of the Russian imperial.army, but they did not enjoy an independent status. A strong movement for the creation of a national Polish army developed after the revolution and led to the organization of three Polish army corps which succeeded in maintaining discipline in the midst of Russian demoralization and, according to Polish sources, saved some of the Polish estates from Russian marauders during the debacle of the Kerensky offensive, but otherwise achieved little and were finally disarmed by the advancing Germans.
As Finland was not occupied by the enemy, the Finnish question called for immediate measures and a constructive policy. In a manifesto of March 7 the Provisional Government repealed all legislation incompatible with the Finnish constitution, amnestied the Finns imprisoned for political offenses, promised the extension of Finnish autonomy, and ordered the convocation of the diet. Finnish nationalism, however, was not satisfied with these concessions. National independence was much in the air in 1917, and the Finns had excellent reasons for throwing off any vestige of the Russian rule. The obscurities of Finland's constitutional position have long been a boon to international lawyers. In 1917 eminent legal authorities took the view that the abdication of tfce tsar had severed all links between Finland and Russia, an interpretation that naturally commended itself to Finnish nationalists. The Provisional Government, however, held fast to the

